Dear Student,

Tor Vergata University this year will welcome newly incoming international students from the 1st to the 30th of September. Every day from Monday to Friday at the School of Economics in Via Columbia 2 (Building A - underground floor - Aula Freezer) you will have the possibility to be supported and tutored in filling in your Stay Permit and Health Insurance modules.

Furthermore, you will find there several stands with useful information regarding activities and organisations available at Tor Vergata or in the city of Rome:

- Tor Vergata general information;
- CUS (Tor Vergata Sport Association);
- Laziodisu scholarships, housing and other information;
- Tor Vergata Linguistic Centre (offering Italian Language courses);
- Accommodation information;
- Cultural mediation activities;
- Discounts for leisurely activities;
- A Unicredit Bank stand (to get information about and/or open a bank account);
- Atac (public transportation company in Rome) representatives ready to provide information on monthly or yearly student cards.

Please remember that you need two important documents to enter Italy, both issued by the Italian Diplomatic Authorities in your own country: the Entry Visa (only for non-EU students who reside abroad) and the Codice Fiscale (Fiscal Code). Please note that you have to ask for the Codice Fiscale to your local Italian Embassy (or Consulate) at the moment of the Entry Visa request.

Codice Fiscale is in fact necessary for all kinds of interaction with the Italian public administration and to apply for the Regional scholarships awarded by Laziodisu (www.laziodisu.it). These competitive-based scholarships depend on the student’s family income. If you are interested in applying for it, you will have to submit your family income declaration for the 2014 fiscal year and a document certifying your family composition (referred to 2015) both translated and legalized by the Italian Embassy in your hom-